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Claims priority, application Great Britain August 13, 1953 1 Claim. (Cl. 33381) This invention relates to adjustable
attenuators and to electrical measuring instruments employing such at tenuators.
It is a known practice to provide measuring instruments with switchable shunt networks for the purpose of adjusting
thesensitivity of the instrument and also for maintaining the input impedance constant irrespective of the sensitivity
adjustment. Alternatively in'some cases, an adjustable shunt has been provided with multi-range instruments such that,
when the range is changed by adjusting the shunt, the impedance presented to the instrument is heldconstant so as to
maintain the damping of the instrument constant. The present invention relates to adjustable attenuators whichmay be
used in combination with a measuring instrument for similar, purposes and it is an object of the invention to provide an
adjustable attenuator which providesadvantages additional tothose obtainable heretofore from adjustable shunts
formeasuringinstruments.
According to this invention. anadjustable. attenuator comprises a network with a pair of input terminals. and a pair of
output. terminals,.the network containing adjustable shunt and series impedances, the shunt and series impedances being
mechanically linked and so. proportioned thatthe total impedance across the inputtermi'nals remains constant when the
shunt and series impedances are adjusted and wherein two or more numerically indexed selector switches are. provided
for. controlling separate setsof impedances in the network. which are arranged and proportioned. so that, for any setting
off the switches, the sum of. the indices is equal to the numerical ratio of theinput to output voltages or currents, By this
arrangement the various switches may be adjustedto. provide. the required attenuation and then the ratio of the in.- put to
output may be read directly from the indices on the switches. This arrangement isparticularly useful'with an indicating
instrument for indicating when the attenuator output is at some predetermined level otvoltage or current, as with. this
arrangement, the attenuator can be adjusted to give the required output voltage or current and the magnitude of the input
can then be read directly from the indices on the selector switches. The attenuator canalso be used, however, with
instruments for measuring the output voltage or current, the attenuator enabling the range of measurement of the
instrument to be increased. Furthermore, when used with a measuring instrument, the attenuator permits the measuring
instrument to be used at very nearly full scale. deflection where the reading accuracy is a maximum.
It will be understood that the network will have to be terminated in a load of suitable impedance since the outatent O nal
and one output terminal, a second branch comprising two fixed resistors each of a magnitude equal to the required
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impedance of the network, connecting the second input terminal to second output terminal, a third branch bridging the two
fixed resistors and containing a variable resistance and a shunt branch also containing a variable resistance and
connecting the junction between the fixed resistors to the direct connection between the first input nals. The
ratio,,however, of. the. input tothe output cur-,
rent will depend on the load and, in general, this network would be terminated in a load of impedance equal to that of the
network. Various modifications of this form of network are possible and in particular the connection between the firstinput
terminal andthe first outp'uttermihal may be madesimilar to that betweenthe second input terminal and the second output
terminaland provided with a variable bridging resistance.
In applying the principlesof the bridged-T constant resistance attenuator to. the. present invention, there may be provided
an adjustable attenuator having two input and twooutput terminals and comprising anetwork havinga first branch
connecting one input terminal to one output terminal, a second branch connecting the second input terminal to the second
output terminal, which second branch includes in series two equal fixed impedances, a third. branch also connecting the
secondinput terminal to thesecond output terminal and including in series twoor more adjustably stepped impedances,
said network further includinganumber ofsets of shunt impedancesequal to the number of said adjustably-stepped
impedances, and a selector switch. for each of said sets ofshuntimpedances arranged for selectively connecting any one
or more of the set as a shunt between said first branch andsaid second branch,.the connection to the latter
beingmadebetweenthe two fixed impedances, each of said switches being operatively associated withan adjustablystepped impedance in the third branchso that, by operation of eachswitch, a shunt impedance and a series of .impedances
are varied together, the magnitudes of the impedances being arranged so that the productofthe shunt and series
impedance remains constant. The. aforementioned. second branchpreferably comprises two equal fixed impedances each
of a magnitude equal to therequiredimpedance of. the network. As indicated above, thisv network would, in general, be
terminated in a load/of. impedance equal to that of the network. If, however, the impedance of the source is equal to the
impedanceof the network, then, no matter what the load impedance, the attenuation would be varied without altering the
network impedance although. the actual input to output ratios would depend on. the magnitude of the load impedance.
In. an alternative arrangement, one of the fixed resistors ofthe-second branch may be made infinite. In this case, if'the
infinite impedance is. at the load end of thenetwork, then the network must be terminated in a load of impedance equal to
the required impedance of thenetwork in order to keep the network. input impedance constant. as the attenuation is varied.
Conversely if the other fixed impedance is infinite, the source impedance must be of the required value.
In its simplest form the aforementioned first branch comprises a direct connection of negligible impedance between said
one input terminal and said one output terminal. In this case, the adjustable shunt and series impedances are so
proportioned that the product of each shunt impedance with its associated series impedance is equal to the square of the
input impedance of the network. Alternatively, however, said first branch may include in series two fixed equal impedances
and there may be provided a fourthbranch connecting said one input terminal to said one output terminal and including in
series a number of adjustably-stepped impedances, which are similar to and associated respectively with the adjusta
bly-stepped impedances in the third branch and arranged so that the impedance in the third and fourth branches are
varied together by said switch means, the magnitudes ofthe impedances being such that the separate products of each
shunt impedance with each of its associated series impedances in the third and fourth branches remains constant. In this
case the fixed impedances are all preferably made equal to the required input impedance of the network and the
adjustable shunt and series impedances are so proportioned that the product of each shunt impedance with the sum of its
associated series impedances is equal to the square of the input impedance of the networkjj In general a purely resistive
attenuator will be preferred and in this case all the impedances would be made resistive non-reactive impedances.
Preferably, for convenience of reading and calculation, the selector switches are arranged and the impedances
proportioned to provide two or more decade ranges of input to output ratio.
It is most generally convenient that the aforementioned series impedance or the aforementioned adjustablystepped
impedances comprise a plurality of adjustablystepped impedance units divided into steps of equal magnitude, the total
impedance of each unit after the first being equal to the impedance of one step of the preceding unit.
The invention'also includes within its scope an adjusta ble attenuator'comprising a network with a pair of input terminals
and a pair of output terminals and including a first branch connecting one input terminal to one output terminal, a second
branch connecting the second input terminal to the second output terminal, which second branch contains two fixed
resistances, a third branch containing a plurality of adjustably-stepped resistances connected together in series between
said second input terminal and said second output terminal, a plurality of sets of shunt resistances the number of sets
being equal to the number of said adjustably-stepped resistances, a separate selector switch for each set of shunt
resistances which switches are arranged to connect a shunt resistance from each set in parallel between said first branch
and said second branch, said switches also each being associated with one of the adjustably-stepped resistances, the
switches being arranged and the rseistances so proportioned that operation of each switch maintains the product of the
magnitude of the shunt resistance controlled by the switch and the magnitude of the associated adjustably-stepped
resistance constant. As previously indicated said adjustably-stepped resistances preferably comprise decade units divided
into equal steps and, in this arrangement, the third branch may also contain in series a continuously adjustable resistance
of maximum magnitude equal to one step of the decade unit of lowest resistance and there may be provided an adjustable
shunt resistance in parallel with the other selected shunt resistances, the operation of which adjustable shunt resistance is
mechanically linked to said continuously adjustable resistance, .which adjustable shunt resistance comprises one or more
steps of infinite resistance together with a further range of adjustment formed by a continuously adjustable resistance. It
will be appreciated that the shunt resistances associated with the lowest values of series resistance must be veryshigh in
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order to main- 4 tain the magnitude of the product of the shunt and series resistances constant. The shunt resistance
associated with the low resistance step of the series resistance will be very high and, as will be explained in further detail
later, it is generally adequate within the required limits of accuracy to make the resistance infinite for the lowest index
values. In such an arrangement, the shunt resistance (apartfrom the lowest index values) may comprise a continuously
adjustable resistance which would have a maximum value within practical limits. It is generally found also that sufiicient
accuracy can be obtained even if both the continuously adjustable resistances are linearly variable although it would be
appreciated that if the series resistance is linearly variable the shunt resistance should ideally follow a reciprocal function.
The sets of shunt impedances need not necessariy contain an individual impedance for each switch position since some of
the required values of impedance can be formed by combining two or more impedance units which are individually
associated with other switch positions. Similarly it is not necessary to provide a separate impedance unit for each step of
the adjustably stepped impedance since some of the steps may be provided by combining impedance units used for other
steps.
As indicated above the form of attenuator'described finds particular application for use in measuring instruments. By
providing a large number of range settings, preferably with decade calibrated switches, the attenuator may readily be used
with an indicator for indicating one particular value of voltage or current. Thus according to a further feature of the
invention, a measuring instrument comprises the combination of an adjustable attenuator as described above with an
indicator for indicating a predetermined value of voltageor current. An amplifier of known gain may be provided for
feedingthe attenuator and an amplifier of known gain may also be provided between the output of the attenuator and the
input of the indicator. Such an arrangement forms, in effect, a precision valve voltmeter.
For measuring alternating currents or voltages, the attenuator described above may very conveniently be used with the
indicating instrument described in co-pending application No. 449,600, filed August 13, 1954.
.In addition to its use with an indicator for indicating one particular value of voltage or current, the attenuator also finds
application for increasing the range of measurement of other types of measuring instruments. It is particularly of value with
sensitive galvanometers since, with such instruments, it is important to keep the damping constant and hence the
resistance presented to the galvanometer must remain constant. The form of attenuator described above not only has
constant input impedance but also presents constant impedance to the output terminals and hence can be used for
increasing the range of the galvanometer without affecting the damping of the instrument.
In the following description, reference will be made to the accompanying drawings in which:
Figure 1 is a diagram of a known form of bridged-T attenuator;
Figure 2 is a diagram of an alternative known form of attenuator network;
Figure 3 is a diagram of one form of attenuator in accordance with the present invention;
Figure 4 is an explanatory diagram;
Figure 5 is a block diagram of a measuring instrument embodying an adjustable attenuator;
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate how a number of resistance units may be used together as an adjustable series impedance for
the attenuator of Figure 3, and
Figures 8 and 9 are diagrams illustrating how a number of resistance units may be combined together as an adjustable
shunt impedance in the attenuator of Figure 3.
Figure '1 illustrates a bridged-T type of attenuator having two input terminals 10, 11 and two output terminals senat 1
2,213. Between the terminals -11 ..and -13 rthereeis .pro- .vided a .direct connection 14 :forming .a .first branchof the
network. Between the terminals and 12there are connected two resistances 15, 16 in series each having'a resistance R
where R is to be the required input impedance of the attenuator which, it.is assumed, is to be connected to a load alsoof
resistance R Connected in shunt across the two resistors 15, 16 .is v.avariable resistor 17 of impedance resistance R
Between .the junction of the resistors and 16..and the conductor 14 there is connectedashunt circuitcomprising a variable
resistor 18,0f resistance R 1f theresistors 17 .and .18 are varied simultaneously .in. such amannerthat .a .prodllctof their
magnitudes R and-R is equaltothesquare of R then the input impedance of the attenuator and the impedance presented
.to .the load Jbofh remain .conjstantsandequal to R Thevoltage. loss .ratio L through the network is .equal to 1+.N .where terrwhahtheload impedanceis.
The actual ratios of input to .output current .will depend, however, on .the
magnitude of the load.impedance.
Eig t-e12 illustrates amodified formof bridged-ninet- \,vork having input terminals 10, 11.. and output terminals ;12, '13
.andalsowariable r.esistors 17, 180i ,magnitudes of having series "fixed resistors :15, '.16,.-there is. provided in the
arrangement of :Figure 2 .a. single :fixed .resistor -20 of magnitude R connected .in the .shunt .circuit in series with
resistor118. in effect, the .network .of Figure 2.is
.the same asthatof Figurelwviththeresistance 16-made infinite. -With this arrangement als0,:it.may beshown that provided
R R =R .then .the input impedance .remains 1R although the output impedance is.not constant :in this case.
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The attenuator. shownin-Figurefi istbasednn .the. form of bridged-T networkshown in Figure 1. :In Figure 3 there are
provided input terminals 21,'22..and.outpu't terminals 23, 24. A direct .connection-is made-between the terminals 22 and24
and forms the-first branchaof the network. Between .the terminals 21 and23 .there are connected in .series.-two.resistors
-26, 27 .eachhaving a .magnitude equal to .the requiredinput and .outputim- .pedance ofthe attenuator, which, for simplicity
in the following description, will be assumed to,be' 1,000 ohms.
Also connected between the terminals 211and 23 are a number of.adjustable resistors 128,29, v30, 31, which together
correspond tothe resistance R oftFigure 1.
The. resistance 28 is adjustable in steps andcornprises nine resistance elements each.of 1,000 ohms connected in series.
Theposition of an adjustable tap 32, .which determines the number of resistanceelements in circuit, is controlled by means
of-a control knob (notshown) .having a dial marked withindices 110 (corresponding to the tapping-pointv markings. shown
in Figure-3).
The ta'p-SZ is connected to one endof the resistance 29 which is also anadjustablyr stepped resistance having ten
resistance elements each of 100 ohms. The control =knob for controlling a tap33 .on the resistance 29 .thus
has eleven positions corresponding to the tapping points marked 0-10 in Figure-3 andis adjusted by.means. of a R -and R
respectivelyasinFigure 1. Instead,however,
,control ,knob provided with indices correspondingly marked ,from 0410. The tap 33 is connected to one ,end
indices. :The tap :34 isconnectedto one end of ,a continuously .variable, resistance .31 which is linearly
variablerbymovement. ofanadjustable tap 35 which is connected to the terminal '32. -The.total.impedan ce ofthe resistance
31 is .ohms.
Between thejunctionof theresistors 26 and 27 .and the ..connector 25 there .are provided ,a number ,of .sets .of adjustable
shuntimpedances. -The first.,set 40 is .associated with the resistance 28 and the .magnitude of the shunt
impedancerintroduced into .the circuit .is controlled .by means of, an adjustable .tap -,41 .which is .operatedby the same
control knob as operates the tap 32 on.resistance' 28. Inthe ,first position corresponding .to vzero impedance on resistance-2 8 there isaninfinite shunt im- .pedance
introduced :into the network. "In. each of .the
otherpositions of thetap 41 there is introduced .a re- .sistive impedance, the magnitude of vwhich issuch that ,the...product
of .the..shun't resistance .and theseries, resistance 28 provided by the corresponding position of.the
tap 32is equalto 1,000 Thus, thelresistance 42.in.the
second position .of.tap 41..would-have..an impedance of 1,000ohms', the resistance 43iinthethird position would have a
resistanceof500 ohmsand so on'to' vtheirnpedance 44 in the tenth position which..would-.be 1000/9 ohms.
A similar set of shunt impedances 45 are associated with the resistance 29. In this case, a tap 46 (which is controlled by
thesarne lcontrol knob as tap 33) can be adjusted to insert .aIshunt impedance of infinity in the position correspondingto
zero on the indices of the control knob. The shunt impedances are arranged so that the product of the shunt resistance
introduced by the t ap .46 and the series resistance 'introducedby the tap 33 is equalito 1,000? and theish un't resistors
are proportioned accordingly. T husth'e tapl 46inse'rts a shunt resistance 47 .of 10,000 ohms in the positionfmarked 1 of
the controlknob I Inthe postion marked 2,a shunt resistance 48 of 5,000 'ohm's would be inserted andso' on untilhin the
position marked 10, the' shu'nt resistance would be 1,000 ohms.
A similar set of shunt impedances 50 are provided in association with the series resistance 30, an adjustable tap-51 being
controlled by thesame control knob as controls thetap 34. -Theshunt,resistancefor a zero position .willbeinfinity. The
.resistances for positions l-l0 are arranged so that the productof their resistance and that introduced by the tap 34 in a
corresponding position on resistance 30 is equal to 1,000 as before and.thus,.for example, the shunt resistance 52 for the
positionmarked 1 would be 100,000 ohms.
The resistance 31 is continuouslyvariable. It would not bepracticable to introduce a continuously variable shunt resistance
in this case since the shunt resistance would have.to be adjustable between 100,000 ohmsand infinity following a
reciprocal law. .For practical purposes it is sufficiently accurate to introduce infinite resistance in the first and second
positions of. an adjustable tap 55 which controls theshunt impedance and which is operated by the same .control knob as
controls the tap 35 on resistance 31. Hence there will be an infinite shunt impedance vuntil the tap-35 has been moved
one fifth of theway fromresistance 31 from the zero end. For the remaining partof the shunt impedance, there is provided
.a linearly variable resistance 56 of 200,000 ohmsconnected in series with a fixed resistance -57 of 100,000 ohms so that
when the tap 55 has been moved to the lower end of the resistance ,56 in/the diagram, that is corresponding to maximum
impedance of the resistance .31,, then thereis 100,000 ohms. in the. shunt im- -as 10 ohms.
7 pedance. The shunt impedance is thus 300,000 ohms when the series impedance of resistance 31 is two ohms and the
shunt impedance decreases linearly to 100,000
ohms as the series impedance increases to ten ohms.
The use of two continuously variable resistors 31 and 56 may be more clearly understood by reference to Figure 4 which
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is a graph having the index positions of taps 35 and 55 as abscissa. The straight line 60 shows, on the right hand ordinate
scale, the magnitude of the series resistance 31. The dotted curve 61 shows the desired value of total shunt resistance
such that the product of the shunt and series impedances should be 1000. The straight line 62 shows the value of shunt
resistance obtained using a variable resistor 56 of 200,000 ohms together with a fixed resistor 57 of 100,000 ohms. The
chain-dotted line 63 represents the shunt impedance obtained with an alternative arrangement in which the resistor 56 is
350,000 ohms and the resistor 57 is 50,000 ohm.
It may be shown that such an arrangement introduces almost negligible error compared with the use of correctly proported
shunt resistances. The efiiect of the infinite resistance in the first two positions is to alter the input impedance of the
network and the eifect is dependent upon the value of the impedance from which the network draws its input. In a typical
application, as
- described later, this is a cathode follower of an amplifier stage and in such a case the impedance may be as low If the
ratio of the source impedance to the characteristic impedance R of the network is K it can be shown that the error is where
a is the magnitude of the resistance 31.
If we assume that the steps represented by taps 32, 41 are unity, then the index marking for taps 35, 55 are steps of
0.001. For these to be reliable to one tenth of a division, the quantity e above must not exceed 0.0001. For an attenuator
setting of 1.002, which is the setting known to yield the largest error, the value of is only 0.002. Thus a is negligible in
comparison with R whilst KR is small and thus it may be shown that, for this required accuracy, K can reach a value of one
quarter. With a characteristic impedance of 1,000 ohms, the source resistance must therefore not exceed 250 ohms, if the
0.001 dial is to be relied upon to one tenth of a division.
If it is not possible to use a low impedance source, the final shunt and series resistances may be made in decade steps
like the others. If the attenuator is used, as described below, with a null indicator, interpolation between steps may be
made by reading the oft-balance indications on the indicator.
Another method of obtaining the required accuracy if the attenuator is to be used with a source not of sufilciently low
impedance would be to use a shunt resistor arranged such that movement of the tap 55 gives a nonlinear variation of
resistance.It may be noted that the precision of the resistors 30, 50 may be substantially less than those of the earlier stages of the
attenuator and in a typical case may be of the order of 1% as against 0.1% for the earlier stages. The precision of the last
stage may be still less, for example, of the order of whilst still maintaining the required overall accuracy of the attenuator.
To revert to consideration of the attenuator as a whole, if the first taps 32, 41 are set to index mark 3, the second taps 33,
46 are set to index mark 2 and remaining taps are set to zero, then the series impedance is 2,200 ohms and the shunt
impedance, which it will be noted are in parallel, will be 1000 X 0.5 in parallel with 1000 X 5 making an effective shunt
impedance of 1000/2.2 ohms. Thus the product of the shunt and series impedances is 1000 The value of N, as defined
above, is 2.2 and the loss ratio L is 3.2 which is equal to the sum of the indices of the tap settings.
In Figures 3 and 4, there has been described a form of adjustable attenuator based on the principles of the bridged-T
network of Figure 1. It will be readily apparent that a similar form of attenuator may be constructed based on the principles
of the network shown in Figure 2.
Figure 5 illustrates one application of the attenuator for the measurement of alternating currents or voltages. The input
signal to be measured is applied to two input terminals 70, 71 which are connected to a range selector comprising a
potential divider 72 divided into five steps each of which gives a voltage ratio of A of the preceding step thereby giving a
range selection of 100,000 to 1. These steps can be selected by means of an adjustable tap 73 and the output of the
range selector is fed to an amplifier 74 which has a known gain of, for example, 40 decibels. The output from the amplifier
74 is fed to the attenuator which is indicated diagrammatically by the rectangle 75 and the output from the attenuator is fed
to a further amplifier 76 which also has a known gain of, for example 40 decibels. Both amplifiers have negative-feed back
and are arranged so as to have an accurately known and constant gain.
Provision is made for checking the gain of each of the amplifiers. If the amplifiers have 40 db of feedback, their gain might
change, as the valves age, by say 0.1%. The replacement of an aged valve might cause the same order of gain change.
Since the overall accuracy of the measuring instrument might be required to be within 0.1%, provision for checking the
gain of the amplifiers is necessary and, for this purpose, there may be provided a simple bridge circuit for measuring the
loss in the feed-back path. Alternatively, means may be provided for generating a precisely known waveform (e. g. pseudo
square wave) of known amplitude using a direct voltage source set up by reference to a standard cell. The R. M. S. value
of this signal will thus be exactly known and the signal can be used to check the overall performance of the measuring
instrument. Small trimmer resistances are provided in the feed back paths of the amplifiers to allow small gain changes to
be made to correct for any errors discovered by such tests.
For reasons previously described, the amplifier 74 preferably has a low output impedance and for this reason it includes a
final cathode follower stage feeding the attenuator 75. The output from the amplifier 76 is fed to a lamp bridge 77 for
indicating when the amplifier alternating voltage output is at a predetermined value. This form of lamp bridge is described
and claimed in 'co-pending application No. 449,600, filed August 13,
1954. In the particular example shown in Figure 5 there is shown a pair of lamps 78 connected in series to form one arm of
a bridge circuit. The opposite arm comprises a variable resistor 79 and the other two arms 80 and 81 each comprise a
fixed resistor, each of the resistors 80 and 81 being of a resistance equal to the required impedance into which the
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amplifier 76 is to feed. From the amplifier 76 both the alternating voltage output and a direct voltage are applied to one
diagonal of the bridge through the network comprising two condensers 82, 83, a variable resistor 84 and an indicating
meter 85. An indicating meter 86 is connected across the second diagonal. The lamps 78 constitute a nonlinear resistance
the resistance of which varies with the temperature of the lamps and hence with the amount of current through the bridge.
For this reason if the bridge balan df y adjustment of th resisto twillt on y remainin balance provided the current throughT
the bridge or'the voltage across it remains constant. The direct voltage is appliedito the'bridgeto provide a source current
for themeter 85. I Thedirectcurrentwthrough the lamps is made small compared with the alternating current. Hence a
coarse adjustment of the direct current can be used to effect a very fine control of the point at which the bridge is balanced
to alternating currents. The amount of direct current is indicated by the meter 85 and can be adjusted by the variable
resistor 84. For any given direct current, the bridge will only balance at one particular value of alternating current. By using
both the alternating current and a direct current feed to the bridge in this way, the meter 86 will indicate the direction of
unbalance. Conveniently the amplifier 76 is provided with a cathode-follower output stage so that both a direct voltage and
an alternating voltage output may be obtained together from across a cathode load resistor.
The measuring apparatus shown in Figure is used by adjusting the range selector 72 to give a required range; this range
selector may for example be adapted to provide ranges from 1 millivolt to 100 volts. The attenuator 75 is then adjusted
until the bridge is balanced and the input voltage is then measured by reading the indices on the attenuator 75 adding
them together and using the sum as a multiplication factor for the range shown by the position of the tap 73 on the range
selector 72.
It will be noticed that a measuring instrument of this kind using a non-linear bridge such as has just been described will
measure the true heating value of an alternating signal fed to it, that is to say the R. M. S. of the amplitudes of the
components of a complex wave. Therefore this measuring instrument does not suffer from errors due to the form factor of
the alternating signal.
In the arrangement described above with reference to Figure 3, it has been assumed that the series resistances 28, 29
and 30 each consist of a number of resistance elements connected in series and provided with an adjustable tap. It is,
however, possible to combine resistance units so that it is not necessary to have as many units of resistance as there are
steps of adjustment. Figure 6 shows one arrangement for the adjustablystepped resistor 28. Instead of having a single tap
32 and a fixed connector to the terminal 21, the resistance unit 28 is provided with two ganged adjustable taps 90, 91
connected to terminals 92, 93 respectively. The taps 90 and 91 are ganged together so as to be movable simultaneously
over two sets of tapping points 94, 95 respectively. Four resistances 96, 97, 98 and 99 are provided, these having values
respectively equal to one unit, two
units, three units and six units of the required steps for the resistance 28 of Figure 3. In the example previously described
these steps are 1,000 ohms each. By connecting these fixed resistors to the tapping points indicated by the indices 2, 3, 4
and 7 respectively and by interconnecting the other tapping points in the manner shown, it will be seen that movement of
the ganged adjustable taps 90, 91 along the tapping points will provide, between the terminals 92 and 93, resistances
which vary in unit steps from zero to nine units as the taps are moved from the positions indicated by the indices 1-10
respectively.
A similar arrangement may be used for the adjustablystepped resistances 29 and 30 of Figure 3. In this case it is
necessary to have eleven steps and a suitable arrangement is illustrated in Figure 7. Five fixed resistors 101-105 are
provided having magnitudes of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 units respectively. Two ganged adjustable taps 106, 107 are provided as
before and by moving these along the fixed tapping points corresponding to the indices 0-10, there is provided, between
terminals 108, 109, resistances which vary in unit steps between zero and 10 units.
messes Likewise for the shunt impedance 40"itis notnecessary to provide ninerseparate. fixed resistorsand, as shown in
Figure, 8, only four fixed resistors 111-114 are necessary. The resistor 111' has a value of one unit. which, in the
examplepre'vi'ously given would be 1,000 ohms. The resistor 112 has a resistance ofhalf'a unit, that is to say 500 ohms.
The resistor 113 has a value of one third of a unit, that is 333.33 ohms and the resistor 114 has a value of one sixth of a
unit, that is 166.67 ohms. All of the resistors 111-114 at one end are connected together and to a terminal 115. The other
terminal 116 of the shunt resistance is connected to a pair of ganged adjustable taps 117, 118 which can be moved
together along a series of tapping points 119, 120 respectively, which tapping points are connected together as shown in
Figure 8. It will be seen that by this arrangement the nine step values of shunt resistance required for the unit 40 of Figure
3 are provided between the terminals 115, 116 together with the infinite resistance in the position corresponding to the
index 1 on the dial.
A similar form of shunt impedance may be used for the impedances 45 and 50 of Figure 3. In this case 11 steps are
required as shown in Figure 9 and for this purpose it is necessary to use five fixed resistances 121-125 of magnitudes
respectively equal to one unit, half a unit, one third of a unit, one fourth of a unit and one sixth of a unit. All these resistors
121-125 are connected together at one end to one terminal 126. The other terminal 127 of this shunt impedance unit is
connected to two adjustable taps 128, 129 which are ganged together so as to be movable simultaneously along two steps
of tapping points 130, 131 respectively. By connecting the various tapping points together as shown in Figure 9, the
required 10 steps of the shunt impedance are provided together with the infinite impedance in the zero index position.
It will readily be apparent that other arrangements for combining units of resistance may be used in order to reduce the
number of fixed resistors employed in the attenuator.
We claim:
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An adjustable attenuator comprising a four terminal constant impedance network of the bridged-T type having a first
branch connecting one input terminal to one output terminal, a second branch connecting the second input terminal to the
second output terminal and containing in series two equal fixed impedances, a third branch also connecting the second
input terminal to the second output terminal and containing a variable series impedance, and a variable shunt impedance
connected between said first branch and the junction of the fixed impedance in said second branch, in which the
attenuation ratio may be varied without changing the input impedance of the network provided that the dimensions of the
variable series and shunt impedances are always such that R,,R =R where R,, is the series impedance, R is the shunt
impedance and R is the desired input impedance in the network, the variable series impedance consisting of a plurality of
sets of variable impedances and the variable shunt impedance consisting of a like number of sets of variable impedances,
and the attenuator including a plurality of pairs of switches equal to the number of sets of series and shunt impedances,
one switch of each pair controlling one set of series impedances and the other switch of each pair controlling a related set
of shunt impedances, means mechanically linking the two switches of each pair so that a series and a shunt impedance
are varied together, and a numerically indexed scale for each pair of switches, the series and shunt impedances being so
dimensioned that for all setting of the switches the product of the series and shunt impedances in the circuit is constant,
whereby the sum of the scale indices is equal to the numerical ratio of attenuation between the input and output terminals.
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